(1) y(x) = Û (* -<*;)*< and its first p\+ • • • +p n -l derivatives equal to zero for any single value #o of x. This is accomplished by taking each ai equal to xo. One might say, on this basis, that the family of polynomials (1) has contact of order pi+ • • • +p n -l,for every value of x, with ;y = 0. A more interesting situation is met when we allow the pi to be any fixed positive numbers, not necessarily integral. In that case y(x) may be a function of many branches, with the quotient of any two branches equal to a constant of modulus unity. For our purposes it suffices to consider the value zero of x. If no a» is zero, each branch of y(x) will be analytic at x = 0, with an expansion Co + Ci% + • • • + C 8 X* + • • * where the Cj depend on the a^ The question which we examine is : What is the greatest value of s such that, by suitably varying the ai, the coefficients CQ, • • • , c 8 can be made to approach zero simultaneously} Such a greatest value of 5 exists, and will be called, below, the order of contact of the family (1) with 3> = 0. Denoting the greatest value of s by r, we shall prove that
where q is the greatest integer less than pi+ • • • +p n -When no proper subset of the pi has an integral sum, the equality sign holds in (2). For n = 2, (2) can be an inequality only when pi and pi are both integers. For n^3, (2) will certainly be an inequality if some integral power of y(x) is a polynomial of degree not exceeding q+n -1 ; thus the order of contact of the family 
is two rather than three. Whether this describes all exceptional cases for n ^ 3 is not decided here.
1. The family of functions. In what follows, the pi in (1) will be any fixed positive numbers. A few words are necessary to make clear the meaning of the second member of (1) for given a»-. If the a» are distinct from one another, we may take any simply connected area containing no a» and form the product, in the area, of any selection of branches of the n functions (x -ai) p i. The various products obtainable in this way are continuations of one another and are all branches of a single analytic function, which we consider the second member of (1) to represent. If two or more a t -coincide, two distinct products, as just described, need not be branches of the same analytic function. There may thus be more than one, possibly even a countable infinitude of interpretations of the second member of (1) ; every such analytic function will be accepted into the ^-parameter family of functions (1).
Given any function y, as in (1), its values, for any x which is not an a t -, are equal in modulus; the same is true for every derivative of y.
2. Order of contact. Let J be a family of analytic functions and f(x) a function 2 analytic at a point x 0 . There may exist non-negative integers 5 which have the property that* for every e>0, a g(x) exists in J, with a branch analytic at x 0f such that, for this branch of g(x), g(x)-f(x) and its first s derivatives are less than e in modulus at xo> If such integers s exist, and if the set of them is bounded, we shall represent the greatest of them by r and shall say that J has contact of order r with f(x) at x 0 . If the s are unbounded, we shall say that J has contact of infinite order with f(x) at XQ.
3. The bound. We examine now the functions (1). It is apparent that this family has contact of some order with ;y = 0 at every point. Indeed, because the family is invariant under the addition of any constant to x, the contact with y = 0 is the same for all values of x.
Let q be the greatest integer less than pi + • • • +p n . The order of contact of the family (1) with y = 0 is not less than q. This is seen by taking all a»-equal to zero. We prove the theorem:
THEOREM. The order of contact which the family (1) has with y -0, for every x, does not exceed q+n -1.
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The theorem is readily seen to be true for n = 1 ; we employ induction with respect to n. We examine the theorem for n= r > 1, assuming that it has been established for every n less than r.
We suppose the theorem false for n=r. Then, for n = r, and for certain positive numbers pi, -• • , p r which stay fixed during our proof, the family (1) has contact with y = 0, for x = 0, of order greater than q+r -1. Thus, if we denote the jth derivative of y by y,, 3 we can, for every e>0, fix the ai in (1) at values distinct from 0 so as to have
Let us shpw that, if e is sufficiently small, each a,-, as just fixed, will have a modulus less than unity. Suppose, for instance, that for some very small e, |ai| ^1. Then y(x)/(x -a\) P1 will be very small, together with its first q+r derivatives, at x = 0. This, by the case of » = r -1, is impossible.
We now put
0(*) = a(x) [ "-^-+ • • • + -^-1.
The polynomial j3 is of degree r -1. Its (r-l)st derivative is
We differentiate (5) j -1 times, where j èl. Indicating derivatives of a and j3 by subscripts, we find that
Forj^/', (7) becomes, because of the degrees of a and /3, (0) with j>q will be multiplied by a number of modulus not greater than unity.
We consider a y(x), (with definite a»)> which satisfies (3) (8) at # = 0. We infer that 1^(0)1 is small. Now, supposing that q>0, let j = q+r -l. We find from (8) that | 5v_i(0) | is small. Continuing, we find that every | J»-(0) | with ièq + r is small.
Let g be such that \ma Q \ =1. Then the function
is small, together with its first q+r derivatives, for # = 0. It is clear that we can use a single g and obtain a sequence of functions (10) which is such that the values at x = 0 of the £th function of the sequence and its first q+r derivatives tend toward zero as k increases. By the case of » = r -l, this is impossible. The theorem is proved.
4. Attainment of bound. We prove, for n>l, the theorem:
If no proper subset of the pi has an integral sum, the family (1) has, for every x } contact with y = 0 of order precisely q+n -1.
It suffices to show that, when the pi satisfy the hypothesis, there are values of the a { distinct from zero such that yj(0)=0, j = q + l, • • • , q+n -1. Such ai being found, we can multiply them by a small m distinct from zero and obtain a function (1) which is small, for x =0, together with its first q+n -1 derivatives.
The existence of a» as just described will be established if we can prove that there are numbers 6i, • • • , b nr distinct from zero, such that the function » = n (i + bid»* Ù-1 has derivatives, from the (g+l)st to the (q+n -l)st inclusive which vanish for # = 0. The n -1 derivatives in question, which we represent by Z q +i, • • • , Z q+n -i, are homogeneous polynomials in the n letters bi. When the Z q are equated to zero, they determine a nonvacuous algebraic manifold each of whose essential irreducible components is of dimension not less than unity. 6 Thus there is at least one set of numbers 6i, • • • , b n which annul the Zj and are not all zero.
We assume in what follows that there is such a set in which the hi are not all distinct from zero, and prove that some proper subset of the pi has an integral sum.
We may now work under the assumption that, for some integer / with 0<t<n> there exist numbers Ci, • • • , c t , all distinct from zero, such that the function has derivatives from order q+\ through order q+n -l which vanish for x = 0. For the derivatives Vj of v t there exists a relation, analogous to (7), which expresses each Vj in terms of the derivatives which precede it if j^t, and in terms of the t derivatives which precede it if j >t. In this relation, the coefficient of Vj is (~l)^i • • -^<when^ = 0. Thus, as v q +i, • • • , Vq +n -.i vanish for x -0, and as they include the / derivatives which precede v q + n , v q+n and, then, all the derivatives which follow it, vanish for # = 0. In other words, v is a polynomial. Thus pi+ -• • +p t is integral and the theorem is proved. When the pi are not all integers, Z q +i consists of at least two terms. It is then possible to annul Z q +\ with hi which are all distinct from zero, so that, by what precedes, the order of contact is at least <?+l. In particular, when w = 2, the order of contact is q + 1 except when pi and p2 are both integers.
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